Business Health Monitoring
for Retail
Proactively monitors health of retail stores, ensuring smooth
operations and high-quality customer experience

Retailers need end-to-end visibility of the issues impacting business. Digitate Business Health Monitoring
is bringing a paradigm shift in retail technology operations, making them business-centric rather than
IT-centric.

Business Challenges
• Lack of transparency across IT
operations supporting key
business functions
• Widely varied physical and digital
environments at each site

Our Solution
Digitate’s Business Health Monitoring Solution for Retail is a proactive health monitoring
solution to check the health of retail stores and e-commerce sites, and automatically
diagnose and resolve unhealthy components. It uses AI-diagnosis techniques to ensure
smooth retail operations and high-quality customer experience. The solution offers
multi-channel notifications (through email, collaboration, and mobile applications) and
health dashboards (default and configurable) for business and operations teams.

• Siloed, tool-specific teams
• Lack of cross-system context leads to
delays in reporting and triaging
complex issues
• Root cause analysis takes too long,
increasing MTTR
• Lack of end-to-end transaction
visibility increases time to pinpoint
and resolve issues
• Difficulty in detecting and resolving
issues, in stuck transactions
• Transaction failures lower revenue
and customer satisfaction

Business Health Monitoring for Retail monitors and detects anomalies in the business
transaction data flowing through multiple applications, middleware, and platforms. It
helps provide root cause analysis for anomalies and offers transaction data trends and
analysis.

Key Features

Value Benefits

• Blueprinting Business Functions – Creates blueprints of business functions
with out-of-the-box models for store business processes spanning across
applications, infrastructure, and devices.
• Diagnostics and Notifications – Performs proactive hierarchical health checks,
diagnostics, triaging, and provides auto-resolution for the detected and reported
issues.
• Health Dashboards – Provides geographical view plus hierarchical drill-down views
across dependent applications, platforms, servers, and devices.
• Blueprinting Transactions – Creates blueprints of transaction flows and
influencing applications, middleware, and infrastructure using out-of-the-box data
sources.

Interactive
dashboards
Proactive
hierarchical
checkswith geo and
hierarchical drill-down views of business
reduces Mean-Time-To-Detect
functions KPIs
by

50%

Auto-triage based on context
reduces Mean-Time-To-Triage
by

60%

Auto-resolve reduces MeanTime-To-Resolve by

50%

• Analyzing Transactions – Detects anomalies in transactions (missing/longrunning/stuck). Rule/pattern-based anomaly detection, triage, and auto-resolve
functions.
• Visualizing Transactions – Provides anomaly-based views: Transaction, hop, and
trend views.

Improves operational efficiency
by reducing efforts required by

40-50%

Never let your business processes go unsupervised
with Business Health Monitoring for Retail
Business Health Monitoring is powered by ignio TM AIOps.
ignio AIOps is an AI-driven product for autonomous IT operations across hybrid environments.
Business Health Monitoring can help other industries as well, such as:

Retail Warehouses

Banking and Finance

Oil and Gas

Telecom

Digitate is a leading software provider bringing agility, assurance, and resiliency to IT and business operations. ignio™, an award-winning AIOps software, reimagines enterprise IT
and business landscape with its unique and innovative closed-loop approach that combines context, insights, and intelligent automation to autonomously resolve and prevent
issues. ignio’s customers span across industry verticals and include large, global enterprises that are leaders and innovators in their respective industries. Digitate is
headquartered in Santa Clara, California, USA and Pune, India.
For more information, reach out to us at contact@digitate.com or visit www.digitate.com.
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